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How it works
Consists of 3 major components:

1. Belt
2. Primary (Driving) Clutch
3. Secondary (Driven) Clutch

Primary pinches belt and engages CVT, 
transmitting power to secondary clutch
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1. Primary clutch spins, flyweights move 
sheave toward belt pinching it, 
engaging secondary clutch 

2. Helix cam senses deceleration, then 
shifts back into low ratio  
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Purpose/ Goal of Tuning

To allow the the engine to operate 
at optimal power for varying vehicle 
driving conditions

Our goal of tuning: to increase shift 
speed 

Ratio of primary to secondary radii

Low Ratio (primary<secondary)

High Ratio(primary>secondary)



Tuning Variables
4 tuning components that affect calibration of transmission:

1. Primary Spring 
2. Flyweights
3. Helix Cam
4. Secondary Spring



Spring Properties
Engagement load - The load the flyweight must overcome to engage the belt.

Full shift load - The load the flyweight must overcome at the end of the shift when 
top speed is achieved. 

Rate - Controls the shift RPM during shift.

Pretension - Controlled by the compression of the spring. So greater the 
compression, greater the pretension.



Primary Spring (Primary Clutch) 
Function: 

Maintains pressure between bearing and

weight and allows bearing to 

move

Effect on tuning:

Higher the engagement load and full shift load,

Higher the shift speed.



Flyweights (Primary Clutch) 
Function:

Allow movable sheave to move toward the stationary sheave through centripetal 
force provided by the flyweights.

Effect on tuning:

The lighter the flyweight, 

the higher the shift speed.



Helix Cam (Secondary Clutch)
Function: 

Senses torque provided by primary and prevents high ratio 

upon acceleration and allows high ratio upon deceleration.

Effect on tuning:

The smaller the helix angle, the 

greater the shift speed



Secondary Spring (Secondary Clutch) 
Function:

Forces the sheaves together upon acceleration

Effect on tuning:

More the pretension, higher the 

shift speed



Summary (Conceptual approach to tuning)



Mathematical Approach
3 important rpms:

1) Rpm at engagement
2) Rpm when 1:1 ratio is reached
3) Rpm at shift out phase

Fflyweight ≥ Fprimary spring in order to engage the CVT

Fprimary spring = kx  Fflyweight = m x a = ½ mv2

FTension Spring = Fflyweight - Fprimary spring

Vf = rout x ωout  calculates the final maximum 
speed we can get when running at a particular 
gear ratio 

Goal: To try and find the flywheel weight and 
pressure spring constant that will lead to fast 
shift speeds and decent acceleration

Could possibly look into making a system that 
takes in current rpm values to find what changes 
would be best for the environment
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